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Guidance on communicating gender statistics

• Endorsed by the 2020 CES plenary session

• Presentation today by Kristen Jeffers (UNECE)

• UNECE Secretariat is processing the publication

• Periodic updates on good practices from countries

• Web platform for dissemination to be developed
Guidance for measuring intra-household power and decision-making

- Endorsed by the 2020 CES plenary session
- Task force led by Pierre Turcotte (Statistics Canada), 2017-2020
- Public and private gender inequalities are mutually reinforcing. So far, measurement mainly the about the public sphere
- Content: current practices; indicators; testing of survey questions; recommendations
- UNECE Secretariat is processing the publication
Gender statistics and the Covid pandemic

- Presentation yesterday by Pierre Turcotte (Canada)
- Exploring the development of a minimum set of questions to measure the differentiated impact of the pandemic on women and men
- Mapping of current Covid-related activities in the area of gender statistics
- Document for the CES Bureau (15-16 Oct)
Task team on measuring gender identity

• Presentation today by Andrew Nash (UK)

• Networking platform

• Progress report to the October 2021 meeting of the CES Bureau, including proposals for taking work forward
2021 UNECE Work Session on Gender Statistics

• Bern, Switzerland

• 29 September

• Part of a week of events
  • Global Forum on Gender Statistics (30 September – 2 October)
  • United Nations World Data Forum (3-6 October)
CES work on gender statistics

- Guidance on communicating gender statistics
- Guidance for measuring intra-household power and decision-making
- Gender statistics and the Covid pandemic: minimum set of questions
- Task team on measuring gender identity
- Preparation of the 2021 Work Session (29 Sep)
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